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Abstract—In this study, a single tri-axial accelerometer 

placed on the waist was used to record the acceleration data for 

human physical activity classification. The data collection 

involved 24 subjects performing daily real-life activities in a 

naturalistic environment without researchers’ intervention. For 

the purpose of assessing customers’ daily energy expenditure, 

walking, running, cycling, driving, and sports were chosen as 

target activities for classification. This study compared a 

Bayesian classification with that of a Decision Tree based 

approach. A Bayes classifier has the advantage to be more 

extensible, requiring little effort in classifier retraining and 

software update upon further expansion or modification of the 

target activities. Principal components analysis was applied to 

remove the correlation among features and to reduce the 

feature vector dimension. Experiments using leave-one-subject-

out and 10-fold cross validation protocols revealed a 

classification accuracy of ~80%, which was comparable with 

that obtained by a Decision Tree classifier.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

uman physical activity recognition has been receiving 

increasing attention in recent years. Human behavior 

and its classification are significant for the disciplines such 

as medicine, behavioral sciences, physiotherapy, etc [1]. An 

accelerometer is an inexpensive, effective and feasible body-

worn sensor which has been frequently used in daily physical 

activity classification [2], [3].  

The majority of earlier research was based on multiple 

body-worn sensors placed at different positions such as 

chest, thigh, waist, ankle, knee, and so on [4]-[10]. The main 

attention of those studies was to classify a specific subset of 

activities for a certain application [5], [8], [11], [12]. For 

instance, wrist and arm sensors were employed for the 

classification of upper body movements [13]. For customer’s 

lifestyle applications, however, a single sensor solution 

without any requirement on sensor fixation would be 

preferred. Fixing multiple sensors to the body may pose 

restrictions on physical activities performed in an everyday 

life context, and would be cumbersome to use. Scientific 

proof has been reported on the feasibility of wearing a single 

accelerometer in daily energy consumption assessment [14]-

[16].  

In this study, the acceleration data was collected in a 
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naturalistic, real-life environment. Previous research mostly 

used the supervised and semi-naturalistic approaches in a lab 

environment for data collection where the subject was given 

explicit instructions [5], [17]. The studies using only 

supervised data for training and only naturalistic data for 

validation showed limited classification accuracies [18]. 

Promising performance was shown in [19] by a continuous 

activity recognition (CAR) algorithm that used activity data 

collected with a single accelerometer in a real-life 

environment without researchers’ intervention. The purpose 

of the study was to get the daily activity pattern of a user and 

in combination with energy consumption assessment help to 

change to a healthier lifestyle in an easy and encouraging 

manner. For this, five typical daily physical activity 

elements, i.e., walking, running, cycling, driving, and sports 

were chosen. In the previously developed CAR algorithm, a 

Decision Tree (DT) classifier was employed that, in general, 

showed the best performance in activity classification in 

previous studies [5], [20]. 

From the implementation point of view, however, a DT 

classifier has to be completely re-built if the activity set 

changes or/and new features are incorporated. In addition, 

because the tree training is normally completed on isolated 

activity events, it requires possibly manual tuning, thus 

involvement of experts especially when applied on a 

continuous data trace recorded in a real application. A 

system realizing the function of the classification algorithm 

can not be updated without considerable efforts. Thus, a DT-

based algorithm has a low extensibility or poor forward 

compatibility at this aspect. An algorithm based on Bayesian 

classification, on the other hand, is advantageous in 

incorporating additional features and/or activities through 

expanding the dimension of the feature vector and estimating 

feature probability density functions (PDFs) for new 

activities and/or features. Also the Bayesian classification 

algorithm achieved comparable performance with the DT-

based algorithm shown in [15]. This paper, as extension of 

the work in [19], [21], aims at studying a Bayes classifier 

combined with a Parzen window estimator [22] and 

compares its performance with that of a DT classifier. 

II. DATA COLLECTION 

Activity data was collected by the Philips NWS Activity 

Monitor (URL: http://www.newwellnesssolutions.com) with 

a built-in tri-axial accelerometer. It is a light and small-sized 

portable device (3×3 cm
2
) which can be worn easily and 
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unobtrusively in an arbitrary orientation on the human body 

in a free-living environment. The sample rate is 20 Hz. 

The aim was to classify five activities including walking, 

running, cycling, driving, and sports, which generally are the 

main activities contributing to daily activity-related energy 

expenditure (AEE). The monitor was used to collect the 

acceleration data of 24 subjects consisting of 13 males and 

11 females, ranging in age from 26 to 55 (mean 33.6, 

standard deviation 7.9). For each subject, the data about 10 

hours was recorded without researchers’ intervention during 

which the subject conducted physical activities as normally 

in his/her everyday life. During the data collection, the 

sensor was placed without being fixed in a certain orientation 

on the subject’s waist. No special requirement has been 

announced to subjects about how to wear the sensors except 

for the location. Subjects were asked to annotate main 

activities with start and finishing times. 

In order to build the ground truth, acceleration data was 

visually inspected with reference to the annotation sheets to 

determine the classes.  Some abstraction was made to cluster 

sub-activities. For instance, walking stairs and training on a 

cross-trainer were categorized as walking; taking public 

transport such as bus and train belonged to driving; soccer, 

volleyball, badminton, boxing, table tennis, fitness, etc. fell 

into the class of sport.  

III. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Nineteen features have been defined which can be 

separated into three categories, namely features in time 

domain, frequency domain and spatial domain [21]. Several 

examples are explained as below: 

•  In time domain, the “standard deviation” of the data in a 

frame was calculated. It has been shown that for a physical 

activity there is a consistent relationship between the 

standard deviation of the acceleration data and intensity of 

the movement during the activity.  

•  In frequency domain, “frequency-domain entropy” helped 

distinction of activities with a similar energy intensity by 

comparing their periodicities. This feature was computed as 

the information entropy of the normalized power spectral 

density (PSD) function of the input signal without including 

the DC component. The feature “periodicity” evaluated the 

periodicity of the signal that helps to distinguish cyclic and 

non-cyclic activities.  

•  In spatial domain, “orientation variation” was defined by 

the variation of the gravitational components at three axes of 

the accelerometer sensor. This feature effectively shows how 

severe the posture change can be during an activity. Other 

features looked at inertial accelerations in the vertical 

direction and horizontal plane, as well as their relation, 

which may provide with information distinct from activity to 

activity. 

Before the feature calculation, the raw data was pre-

processed to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). A low 

pass filter (LPF) with a cut-off of 5 Hz was applied to filter 

out high frequency noises. In the dataset, the acceleration 

data stream was divided into consecutive frames with 16 

seconds each. Then a vector of 19 features was calculated 

over all the frames. 

IV. BAYESIAN CLASSIFICATION 

A. PDF Estimation 

The activity classes were represented by C, which took 

value c=ck with k=1,2,…,5. fi represented the value of  the 

feature Fi (i=1,2,…,19). The PDF of the values of each 

feature Fi given a class was obtained by fitting its 

distribution (implemented in Matlab) based on Parzen-

window method using Gaussian kernel [22]. In total, 5×19 

conditional PDFs were estimated in this study. 

Taking the feature “standard deviation” as an example, 

Fig. 1 depicts its normalized conditional PDFs of the five 

classes which represent the intensity levels for each activity. 

It can be seen that running and cycling (or driving) are 

significantly separated due to the different levels of 

acceleration generated. Walking is in between driving and 

running.  The acceleration power of sports is more spread 

because many different types of sports with both high and 

low intensities were included in the dataset. Hence, “standard 

deviation” may be a good feature for recognizing running 

from others. In addition, the figure suggests that the 

overlapping areas may generate classification errors. 

B. Classification 

The corresponding Bayesian classification function C is 

defined as below 
 

 
1

1

( , ..., ) arg max ( ) ( | )
n

n i i
c i

C f f p C c p F f C c
=

= = = =∏  (1) 

 

where c=ck (k=1,2,…,5) and n=19 in this case. The 

multiplication holds when features Fi are mutually 

independent in (1). It also implies that the class ck with the 

maximum conditional joint probability is selected.  

C. Principal Components Analysis  

In naive Bayesian classification, the joint conditional 

 
Fig. 1.  Normalized training conditional PDFs of “standard deviation” 

of the five classes.  
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probability is calculated as if the features F1,…,Fn are 

mutually independent. In the current study, this condition 

may not hold, which could deteriorate the classification 

performance. Principal components analysis (PCA) is an 

available matrix conversion approach which represents a set 

of vectors in a new space with usually a lower dimension. 

The vectors in the new space are mutually uncorrelated 

(equivalently independent only if the vectors are normally 

distributed). PCA has been widely used to identify patterns 

in data, and express the data so as to highlight their 

similarities and differences. Additionally, an important 

advantage of PCA is that effectively the dimension of the 

feature space may be reduced without much loss of 

information. After PCA, the naive Bayes (NB) classifier 

becomes less “naive”. Normally the number of PCAed 

features is less than the original number of features as a 

result of redundancy removal. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to evaluate the naive Bayesian classification, two 

cross validation protocols were used, namely the “leave-one-

subject-out” cross validation (LOSO CV) and “10-fold" 

cross validation (10-fold CV). The latter was conducted also 

for the purpose of comparison with the result of the decision 

tree algorithm which has been verified in the previous work. 

The classification performances with and without applying 

PCA were evaluated. The overall accuracies without PCA 

were 79.3% and 71.5% using LOSO CV and 10-fold CV, 

respectively. Fig. 2 gives the mean classification accuracies 

using the two cross validations with PCA versus the number 

of chosen PCAed features, with the selection priority on the 

ranking of their corresponding eigenvalues listed in a 

descending order. The figure shows that the performance 

improvement of using PCA is not significant but the NB 

classifier with PCA using the first 5 PCAed features already 

provided an optimal performance with overall accuracies of 

79.5% in LOSO CV and 72.3% in 10-fold CV, meaning that 

there is redundancy in features and with PCA the complexity 

of calculation may be largely reduced without losing 

classification accuracy. The accuracy with more PCAed 

features being used did not improve further, and instead 

dropped to some extent, especially for LOSO CV. This may 

be due to that the remaining components hardly contributed 

to the performance because the new information carried was 

limited compared to the increase of the noise level. 

The classification accuracies (mean ± standard deviation) 

using LOSO CV and 10-fold CV were  79.5% ± 11.6% and 

72.3% ± 4.1%, respectively. The accuracy using 10-fold CV 

was lower than that using LOSO CV, simply due to that the 

training dataset in the former case was smaller. In addition, 

the standard deviation of LOSO CV was relatively large, 

possibly resulting from the imbalance in types and durations 

of activities performed by each subject, which is typical with 

activity data collected from everyday life.  

Table I summarizes the classification results per class 

using the two cross validation protocols. Because of the 

imbalance problem mentioned above, only the aggregate 

accuracies were given. The aggregate confusion matrix of 

the naive Bayesian classification with PCA (with the first 5 

features) using LOSO CV is given by Table II. From the 

tables, it can be clearly seen that both running and driving 

achieved high accuracies, which may attribute to their 

distinct characteristics in generating acceleration among the 

five activities. Running generates very large accelerations at 

a certain frequency, whereas driving produces very low non-

periodic acceleration signals. The classification accuracies of 

walking appeared moderate. For sports, the diversity and 

complexity of the movement should be responsible for its 

relatively low accuracies. Cycling gave the lowest 

classification accuracy of about 50%, which may be 

explained by the less representative acceleration generated 

when a sensor is placed at the waist, as well as the huge 

inter-subject and intra-activity variations. The false negative 

of cycling mainly went to walking and driving, in which a 

significant amount was substituted by walking (see Table II). 

This confirms that cycling is highly spread in feature space 

 
Fig. 2.  Mean classification accuracy (%) versus the number of 
features (1-19) after PCA for classification. 

TABLE I 

SUMMARY OF CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES PER CLASS BASED ON NB 

CLASSIFIER AFTER PCA APPLIED WITH THE FIRST 5 FEATURES 

Class LOSO CV 10-fold CV 

  Walking 

  Running 

  Cycling 

  Driving 

  Sports 

80.3% 

92.9% 

49.4% 

94.3% 

71.3% 

77.3% 

95.5% 

49.4% 

86.9% 

57.9% 

 

 
TABLE II 

AGGREGATE CONFUSION MATRIX BASED ON NB CLASSIFIER WITH PCA 

USING LOSO CV 

  Class Walking Running Cycling Driving Sports 

   Walking 

   Running 

   Cycling 

   Driving 

   Sports 

237 

6 

76 

5 

33 

3 

144 

0 

0 

2 

15 

2 

125 

7 

23 

10 

0 

41 

295 

17 

21 

3 

11 

6 

186 
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and thus overlaps with other activities.  

 The comparison between a DT classifier and the NB 

classifiers (both without and with PCA) using 10-fold CV is 

shown in Table III. It is clear that compared with the DT-

based method, which has been investigated in [19], the NB 

classifier with PCA provides an accuracy level with a 

negligible drop (<1%) whereas having a more extensible 

algorithm structure for software implementation when new 

features/activities need to be incorporated. 

In this study, the activity classes are semantically 

overlapping. One of the main ambiguities exists between 

walking (or running) and sports. In a real application, 

misclassifying walking or running as sports or vice verse (see 

Table II) may be accepted by users because they are not 

exclusive to one another to some extent. Then, studying the 

user perceived accuracy is interesting and valuable. After 

removing the misclassification between sports and 

walking/running, the accuracy had a significant increase 

(>4%). 

Post-processing is crucial in activity classification in 

particular on continuously recorded real-life data. It aims to 

improve the classified results usually by using smart decision 

fusion techniques, for instance, smoothing or reasoning with 

real-life experiences. Significant improvement in 

classification accuracy (>5%) has been observed in [19]. 

Thus, a similar result is also expected with a Bayes classifier. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Human daily physical activity classification using a single 

tri-axial accelerometer placed on the waist without fixation 

was studied. The data were collected in the naturalistic 

environments without researchers’ intervention. The NB 

classifier with PCA provides a classification accuracy of 

~80% on a variety of 5 classes, with 5 features after PCA 

compared to 19 before PCA. PCA was applied with a 

success in removing redundancy in features and thus 

reducing computational complexity. Compared to a DT 

classifier, the results showed that the Bayes classifier 

achieved a similar performance whereas having a more 

extensible algorithm structure for software implementation 

when new features or activities need to be incorporated. 
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